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   International Sportsmen’s Exposition/  

Broncos Player Spokesperson Partnership 

 

Overview 

International Sportsmen's Expositions (ISE) has produced America's premier sportsmen's shows 
in the western United States since 1975. ISE's mission is to connect more than 100,000 
attendees with nearly 1,500 exhibiting companies, face-to-face, at giant events. ISE's success is 
based on providing thousands of products and services, quality venues, and free activities and 
content that covers the waterfront (forest and sky, too). ISE invites all, newcomer to expert, 
youth to senior, to experience the outdoors.  The Denver Show is one of four produced by ISE.  
ISE Denver covers 300,000 square feet, features 500+ companies and draws more than 26,000 
attendees in a four day span. It’s the region’s largest presentation of travel destinations both 
nearby and around the world. Exhibits include: fishing, hunting, off-roading, boating, outdoor 
products, travel and more. 

Creative Strategies Group (CSG) has managed ISE’s extensive ad planning and implementation 
across all mediums since 2001, but also took over the public relations campaign management in 
2015.  Problematic to the potential PR success, ISE show dates consistently land during the NFL 
playoffs which creates a challenge in attracting the male 25-54 demographic group that is core 
to the makeup of the ISE audience.  Additionally, this time frame, especially in the last five 
years, has made it difficult to garner public relations coverage about the event as news outlets 
have focused their time and resources on the post-season success of Denver’s NFL football 
team, the Broncos.  In 2014, not a single TV station covered ISE as about 70% of their newscasts 
were dedicated to various Broncos related stories.  The client outlined the need for a PR 
platform that allowed ISE to tell the story of experiences people could have at the event and 
the many outdoor adventures they could shop for at the event. ISE asked CSG to build this PR 
program to drive additional news coverage and attendance.  We determined that a whole new 
approach to the PR pitch was necessary if we were to get any traction in this climate. 

2015 IFEA Pinnacle Award Submission: 

60) Most Creative/ Effective News Stunt 
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The PR strategy and stunts that CSG developed captured the zeitgeist of the Denver market in 
January of 2015.  CSG determined that in a market that had wanted to focus on the Denver 
Broncos all the time, the only way we could get the PR coverage we needed for our client was 
to partner in some way with the successful 
NFL team.  Therefore, we brokered a 
relationship with Joel Dreessen - a former 
Denver Bronco, former Colorado State 
University (CSU) Ram football player and 
avid outdoorsman to be the event’s official 
spokesperson.  Through press advisories 
we pitched the idea that Joel Dreessen 
embodied the modern sportsman and that 
he teamed up with the ISE to educate 
Coloradoans about the multitude of 
opportunities available for interacting with 
and enjoying the states great outdoors as 
well as the many direct and indirect related benefits of those activities.  This platform allowed 
us to successfully highlight the activities, vendors and experiences available at the ISE through a 
voice that the media wanted to hear from – a Bronco (or former Bronco as the case was).   

Various PR stunts were folded into this relevant partnership and plan that garnered the most 
extensive PR coverage the event has ever experienced.  Specifically, we arranged for two on-
site appearances by the popular former Denver Bronco at ISE.  These appearances were both 
engineered to drive attendance to the event and provide a natural connection between the 
former Bronco and the event.  On the opening day, historically the lightest attended day, ISE 
hosted Joel Dreessen with the top rated Broncos Radio Network, 850 KOA –AM and gave away 
free Broncos camo hats.   The former Denver Bronco signed the hats for those interested and 
was available for a meet and greet.  In advance of this PR stunt, the 
radio station ran an extensive campaign, on air and online, educating 
listeners about the ability to get a free Broncos camo hat (pictured on 
right).  In addition, Joel Dreessen was invited for an interview on the 
radio station’s morning show where he spoke of his appearance at the 

event, the hat give-away and the many 
experiences people could have at ISE.  This 
program garnered exactly what the client 
wanted, more attendance and a platform to tell 
the “ISE story.” 

The following day, ISE invited Joel Dreessen back on-site to the event 
and partnered with the non-profit organization Hug-A-Hunter who 
hosted the football player in their booth.  This provided another 
opportunity for event guests to, literally “Hug a Hunter” and engage with 
a former Bronco at ISE.  More importantly however, it provided Mr. 
Dreessen a natural opportunity to tell the Sportsmen’s Expo story while 
being interviewed on various TV, radio and newspaper outlets leading up 
to the event.   
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During this time, the Denver Broncos had in fact made the play-offs, lost the game and fired 
their head coach and the media once again only wanted to run stories about the NFL team.  
Because the event had secured a former Denver Bronco as a natural-fit spokesperson we 
generated millions of PR impressions (exceeding 1.7 Mil.) with a total of eight (8) radio 
interviews on various stations, eleven (11) TV segments, six (6) newspaper articles (including a 
full-page interview with the rugged Bronco on the back page of the Sports section) and at least 
twelve (12) digital articles on a myriad of digital media websites.  Many reporters wanted to 
talk Broncos with this former player, but because of the endemic connection to the activities at 
ISE and his on-site appearances, Mr. Dreessen was able gracefully incorporate the ISE story into 
every interview as well as invite people to come see him at the event and experience it for 
themselves.   Thus, driving the attendance up and providing an exponential lift in PR coverage 
about the event from previous years.  The event’s overall attendance increased by about 13% 
overall and PR impressions increased to nearly 2 million impressions in the two weeks leading 
up to the event.  Both PR stunts were supported in part by the event’s adverting campaigns 
specifically tagged in newspaper print ads and highlighted on several web page takeovers for 
radio stations that are part of the Bronco’s Network.  The combination of PR, promotion and 
advertising made a solid full market impact across the Denver Metro area increasing awareness 
of the International Sportsmen’s Exposition to our key demographic group, Men 25-54 who 
hunt, camp and fish. 

 
Supporting Questions  
 

The significant change from the previous PR program was to engage a former Denver Bronco 

and avid outdoorsman as a spokesperson for the event during a time frame that was 

dominated by Denver Broncos news in this market.  Because the news outlets wanted to have 

Broncos on their programs and in their articles and ISE could provide that, media was far more 

willing to cover the stories the event wanted to tell.   On every interview, the former Bronco 

could explain how much he enjoyed the outdoors and invite people to come meet him at ISE.  

This tactic combined with the PR stunt of his two appearances on-site were very effective in 

garnering the coverage the client desired as well as the increased attendance.   

For example:  

 The Denver Post Outdoor Editor declined stories for three previous years.  In 

2015, that same Outdoor Editor ran a full page story on the back page of the 

sports section during the NFL playoffs. 

 In 2014, there was one radio interview. In 2015, ISE had seven (7) radio 

interviews between 850 KOA, 104.3 The Fan and 106.7 KBPI – all highly rated 

M25-54 stations. 

 For the two prior years, ISE had been shut out of TV interviews all together but 

2015 garnered a total of 11 on four of the five major TV networks.   
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We felt a challenge that we would face with inviting a Denver Bronco to be our spokesperson 
was maintaining an endemic connection to the event.  We knew we could get a Bronco or 
former Bronco on camera because of their association to the NFL team but we needed to 
naturally steer the conversation to the Sportsmen’s Exposition for the program to work.  We 
overcame this hurtle by first identifying a Broncos player that was actively engaged in the 
outdoors of his own accord  which build credibility for him as a spokesperson on the ISE 
product.  Secondly, we carefully educated our spokesperson about ISE and the non-profit group 
Hug-a-Hunter that we partnered with so he could speak confidently and accurately about the 
broad positive impacts that the purchase of hunting and fishing licenses have on the state of 
Colorado. Third, we created two on-site PR stunts which involved the Bronco.  Both the hat 
give-away and the photo op where guests could literally Hug a Hunter and a former Denver 
Bronco proved to be very successful in bringing the gap between our spokesperson and the 
event.  This three point connection made it possible for Mr. Dreessen to naturally talk about 
Broncos, his love of the outdoors and his true enthusiastic interest in the products, services and 
presentations available at the International Sportsmen’s Exposition.   

 

Supporting Materials 

 
1. The Denver Post article that ran on back page of Sports Section, Jan. 11th during NFL post-

season play: http://www.denverpost.com/sports/ci_27297669/former-broncos-tight-end-

dreessen-returns-colorado-hunting 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a. ISE/ Broncos Radio Network Camo Hat Give-Away 

 

 

 

http://www.denverpost.com/sports/ci_27297669/former-broncos-tight-end-dreessen-returns-colorado-hunting
http://www.denverpost.com/sports/ci_27297669/former-broncos-tight-end-dreessen-returns-colorado-hunting
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2. 850 KOA Morning Show Joel Dreessen radio interview (4 min. 12 sec.)  

a. please listen to attached radio interview on Thumb drive 

 
3. ISE print ad promoting former Denver Bronco Joel Dreessen’s appearance at ISE 
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4. Web page take-over from Broncos Radio network promoting the Joel Dreessen appearance 
at ISE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. News Advisory issued to all major media outlets in the market (see attached “PRESS 

ADVISORY – Joel Dreessen) 

 
EMAIL PRESS ADVISORY: Joel Dreessen, former Denver Bronco, embodies the outdoorsmen of 2015 

 

Hello  - 

 

Here are some engaging story ideas that I thought KWGN & KDVR might be interested in 
covering.  The dynamic and well-spoken former Denver Bronco Joel Dreessen is able to come to your 
studio to demonstrate his acute skill with a bow as well as speak to the importance of hunting, 
camping and fishing to all Coloradoans.  He loves doing these outdoor activities with his young kids.  Is 
there a time this week or next that we could come into the studio for an interview and/or set up an 
interview at the upcoming International Sportsmen’s Exposition (Jan. 15-18 at the CO Convention 
Center) where Joel will be greeting people in the Youth Fair?  There are tremendous outdoor related 
family activities throughout the International Sportsmen’s Exposition.  Thank you in advance for your 
consideration.   

  

Jeannie 

720-840-1914 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Story Idea: 

Interview and photo op with former Denver Bronco and CSU Ram star Joel Dreessen.  Dreessen 
is a prime example of the modern sportsmen and disproves outdated stereotypes that outdoor 
enthusiasts are cruel, ignorant or environmentally unaware.  He is an outdoor enthusiast 
because he likes it and because it benefits the state he loves – Colorado.  Joel has played at the 
highest level in professional sports.  Now he owns two ranches so he can spend more time 
outdoors and wants share his enthusiasm for the outdoors with others. 

  

Guest(s):  

Joel Dreessen – former Denver Bronco, CSU Ram and avid outdoorsmen giving back to Colorado 

Windi Padia – Colorado Parks and Wildlife Representative  

 

Visual Elements: 

Joel Dreessen demonstrate in studio his skills with a compound bow and target and can teach 
an anchor. (we provide all necessary equipment) 

Broadcast ready B-roll of event available. 

High Resolution photos of Joel Dreessen hunting. (attached, more available) 

Digital graphics of the statistics below. (attached) 

 

Story Details:  

Former Denver Bronco and CSU star, Joel Dreessen has teamed up with the International 
Sportsmen’s Exposition to educate Coloradoans about the multitude of opportunities available 
for interacting with & enjoying the state’s great outdoors as well as the many direct and 
indirect related benefits of those activities.  Dreessen and CO Parks and Wildlife 
representative can come to your studio or be interviewed at the Sportsmen’s Exposition to 
discuss the robust economic contributions hunting and fishing provides the state’s economy, 
the positive environmental impact of hunting and fishing as well as the emotional release 
spending time in the outdoors provides.  Dreessen embodies the modern Sportsmen - fit, 
strong, strategic in approach, hyper-observant and dedicated to not only his sport but his family 
and his life responsibilities. Fishing and hunting represent some America’s oldest traditions, but 
people like Joel Dreessen are examples that these traditions are still vital, and being passed on, 
too.  Below are some specific story angle ideas: 

 

Sportsmen Help the State’s Economy -Slowing climate change. Listening to waterfalls. 
Walking a forest trail. Pulling to the side of a highway to watch an elk silhouetted on a 
mountain. Done any of these? Then remember to thank the hunter and angler the next 
time you meet one. They have contributed billions to maintaining, restoring and 
enhancing this nation’s wildlife and wild places. Here are some other ways hunting and 
fishing help Colorado specifically: (source: Wildlife Council) 
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 Hunting and fishing generate 1.8 billion dollars a year which is about the same as 
our ski industry.  

 Wildlife management strives for a balance that benefits public, private and 
wildlife interests. 

 More than 21,000 jobs in small towns and rural communities are sustained and 
supported. 

 License revenues go to conserving the wildlife and natural beauty throughout 
Colorado. 

 Creating a heritage that instills within individuals a personal accountability for 
Colorado. 

Sportsmen Help the States Environment (source: Wildlife Council):  Hunting and fishing 
license fees contribute to the management and protection of wildlife habitats.  Here are some 
other ways that hunting and fishing help our public lands in Colorado: 

 Wildlife management keeps a balance that benefits public, private and wildlife 
interests. 

 Revenues go to conserving Colorado’s beautiful forests and lands. 

 Revenues go to preserving the quality and quantity of water in our rivers, lakes 
and streams. 

 Fees from hunting and fishing are used to stock lakes and streams, and to buy 
water rights to enhance habitats. 

 

Outdoor Activity Reduces Stress and Improves Health:  Wellness and business gurus 
regularly advise us to disconnect from all our gadgets. Popular books such as Last Child 
in the Woods point out the dangers of nature-deficit disorder. Evidence of the 
argument’s strength is professional athlete and former Denver Bronco Joel Dreessen 
avidly seeks activity in the great outdoors for himself and his young children.  As a 
professional athlete, Dreessen lived with the daily pressure to perform at his highest 
level, but found solace with team mates while hunting and fishing when they weren’t on 
the playing field.  He’s working to restore balance into his life by unplugging, going 
outdoors—into the wild, with his father, friends from the football field and with his 
young children.   

 

Even if hunting and fishing are not for you, there are many ways to help wildlife and 
habitat areas in Colorado.  Consider these:  

1. Visit a local state park 
2. Buy a parks pass 
3. Take a class introducing yourself to the outdoors 
4. Involve the Family - Access games, activities, wildlife education resources and 

state park activities that the whole family can enjoy. 
5. Get into wildlife viewing 
6. Buy a habitat stamp 
7. Give back to Colorado – become a volunteer and make a difference 
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8. Visit the International Sportsmen’s Exposition to find your next outdoor 
adventure 

 

The International Sportsmen’s Exposition is the region’s’ largest presentation of nearby and 
worldwide travel destination, plus fishing, hunting, off-roading, boating and outdoor 
products.  This event draws tens of thousands of attendees from throughout Colorado as well 
as Wyoming, Nebraska and Kansas who are looking for outdoor fun of all types here in Colorado 
and around the world.   

At the Colorado Convention Center from January 15-18, 2015 the show offers many outdoor 
special features and more than 500 exhibitors ranging from outdoor appeal and gear to 
adventure travel trips.   

Show details, schedules and tickets at: www.SportsExpos.com/Denver.  Tickets are $15 but 
Children 15 and under and active Military are FREE.  Free parking and shuttle from Coors Field. 

  

FOR MORE INFORMATION & SET INTERVIEW: 

Jeannie McFarland Johnson 

Vice President, Communications 

Creative Strategies Group  

jmcjohnson@csg-sponsorship.com 

P: 303-558-8185 

C: 720-840-1914 

 

Attachment 1 from email:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sportsexpos.com/Denver
mailto:jmcjohnson@csg-sponsorship.com
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Attachment 2 from email: 

 

 

Attachment 3 from email:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attachment 3 from email: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


